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MAGNETIC ATTRACTIONS.
[ART. 326
free to move at the other angular point.   Prove that its axis makes with the bisector of the third angle an angle whose tangent is J& (M~Mf}I1(M+M'}.
[Math. T. 1882.]
Ex. 7. Point charges e, -e', -e' are placed at 0, A, B respectively which are in a straight line and OA = OB. Prove that, if <2>2e', the greatest angle a line of force leaving 0 and entering A can make with OA is a, where esin'2^a = e'.
[Coll. Ex. 1900.]
[If the line of force pass from 0 to an infinite distance we must have ecos0<e-2e'; if it arrive at A, we have esinH0 = e'sm2£0', where 8, 6' are the angles the tangents at 0, A make with OA and AO respectively. If 0 is greater than tlie value of a given above, the line cannot go to A ; if less it cannot go to an infinite distance. See Art. 323.]
325. To determine by experiment the numerical values of (1) the horizontal force H due to the earth's magnetism and (2) the magnetic moment Jf of a given magnet. There are several ways of effecting this, but in general two experiments have to be made, one to determine the ratio H/M and the other the product HM. The two following examples will explain the process without details. A minute account of the methods of conducting these and other experiments for the same purpose is given in Maxwell's Electricity, vol. rr. chap. VIE. The quantity H represents the horizontal component of force on a, unit pole and is directed towards magnetic north.
Ex. 1. A small compass needle free to turn round its centre in a horizontal plane is acted on by a fixed magnet of moment M whose length is perpendicular to the magnetic meridian and whose centre is in the horizontal plane. If the deviation of the compass needle from the magnetic meridian be <p, prove that tan<£=2ilf/Hr3. This determines M/E when. 0 has been observed. It also gives the value of M or H when the other is known.
Ex. 2. A magnet of moment il/ is suspended by two fine threads of length I from two points D, E of a horizontal bar. The strings are attached to two points D', Er of the magnet which are equally distant from the centre. The magnet being acted on by the earth's horizontal force assumes a position of equilibrium. Let the bar be turned round a vertical axis until the magnet, when again in equilibrium, is perpendicular to the magnetic meridian. In tins position let the bar make an angle 8 with the magnet. Prove that (/-- 4//J siir .J0)i = Wlr sin H/HM, where W is the weight of the magnet and 26 the length of either DE or 1>'E'. This experiment determines the product HM.
326. Potential of a magnetic body. We have hitherto supposed that the attracting and repelling particles of a magnet were situated at two definite points of the axis, called the poles. But there are no such ideal magnets in nature. When a real magnet is broken into pieces the fragments continue to exhibit polarity. We must therefore suppose that the magnetism (whatever that may be) is distributed throughout the body. We shall here assume as a working hypothesis that each element of volume of a magnetic body acts on an external magnetic element as if it were occupied by a small simple magnet whose strength and

